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316 V. V. Kisillogial onsisteny of Lobahevski's geometry. Another (no less important) psyho-logial funtion is to express the unusual geometry via objets of the intuitive lassigeometry. The logial onsistene of umbral alulus is evident (from papers [13, 14,19℄, for example). But it is our feeling that some more links with fundamental objetsare still desirable.The paper presents basi de�nitions and properties of anellative semigroups, to-kens, onvolution algebras, and their relations with umbral alulus. We will illustrateour onsideration mostly by the simplest example: the anellative semigroup of non-negative integers N+. More non-trivial examples will be present elsewhere.The layout is as follows. In Setion 2 we sketh three di�erent interpretations ofumbral alulus from papers [13, 14, 19℄. Setion 3 introdues anellative semigroups,onvolutions, and tokens and their basi properties. We use them in Setion 4 to desribeprinipal ombinatorial objets like delta families, generating funtions, and reurreneoperators. We onlude the paper with Setion 5 whih links our onstrution withthree realizations of umbral alulus from [13, 14, 19℄ realled in Setion 2.2. Umbral alulusUmbral alulus was put on a solid ground by G.-C. Rota and ollaborates [11, 13, 14,19℄ in three di�erent ways at least. We repeat here some essential de�nitions from thesepapers.2.1 Finite operator desription. The three ways are based essentially on the twofollowing fundamental notions [16℄:1. A polynomial sequene of binomial type, that is, a sequene of polynomialspn (deg pn = n) with omplex oeÆients, satisfying the identitiespn(x+ y) = nXk=0 pk(x)pn�k(y): (2:1)Our de�nition is di�erent from the original one { we take polynomials divided by n!.Our hoie will be explained shortly in onnetion with the group property. Suh formof the de�ning identity together with the more aurate name polynomial sequene ofintegral type were used in [4℄. Paper [10℄ also start from this formula, the polynomialsare alled there onvolution polynomials and their investigation is made with the helpof Mathematia software.2. A shift-invariant operator, namely a linear operator S on the vetor spae P ofall suh polynomials, whih ommutes with the ordinary derivative Dp = p0, that is, anoperator S with the property TDp = DTp for all polynomials p. Within shift invariantoperators the following one plays an exeptional role: an operator Q is said to be a deltaoperator (assoiated to a polynomial sequene pn) whenQpn = pn�1 or, more general, Qkpn = pn�k: (2:2)



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 3172.2 Hopf algebras desription. There is a anonial isomorphism between shift-invariant operators and linear funtionals (see Proposition 3.11), thus we an thinkon powers of delta Qk as funtionals qk on polynomials onneted with an assoiatedpolynomial sequene pn by duality: hqk; pni = Ækn (2:3)whih easily follows from (2.2). Here Ækn is the Kroneker delta 1). We are going toshow that delta operators and polynomial sequenes are not only dual notions, but twofaes of the same objet { tokens between anellative semigroups (Examples 3.15 and3.16).2.3 The semanti desription. This subsetion ontains de�nitions from [18, 19℄.De�nition 2.1 (see [18℄). An umbral alulus is an ordered quadruple, onsistingof the following items:1. A ommutative integral domain D whose quotient �eld is of harateristi zero.2. An alphabet A whose elements are termed umbrae and denoted by Greek letters.This alphabet generates the polynomial ring D[A℄, the elements of whih are termedumbral polynomials.3. A linear funtional eval: D[A℄ ! D, suh that eval (1) = 1, i.e. eval leaves D�xed, and suh thateval (�i�j � � �k) = eval (�i) eval (�j) � � � eval (k) (2:4)where �; �; : : : ;  are distint umbrae.4. A distinguished umbrae " in A, suh that eval ("i) = Æi;0. The umbrae " issometimes alled the augmentation.De�nition 2.2 (see [18℄). Let f and g be two umbral polynomials in D[A℄. Thenf and g are said to be umbrally equivalent, written f ' g, when eval (f) = eval (g).De�nition 2.3 (see [18℄). Two umbral polynomials p and q are termed exhange-able, written p � q, when pn ' qn for all n � 0.
1) We use the same letter Æ to denote also the Dira delta funtion. The Kroneker delta Æknand the Dira funtion Æ(x) an be distinguished by their arguments.



318 V. V. Kisil3. Canellative semigroups and tokens3.1 Canellative semigroups: de�nition and examples. Our onsideration isbased on the following notion of semigroups with anellation or anellative semigroups[3: Setion IV.1.1℄.De�nition 3.1. A semigroup C is alled a left or a right anellative semigroupif for any a; b;  2 C the identity a = b or a = b, respetively, implies a = b. Aanellative semigroup is both a left and a right anellative semigroup.Equivalently, a left or right anellative semigroup is de�ned by the ondition thatfor arbitrary a; b 2 C the equation a � x = b or x � a = b, respetively, has at most onesolution (if any). We hope that the readability of the paper will be better if we use thenotion -semigroup to denote a anellative semigroup. We also use the notion of a -setC (whih is weaker than -semigroup) by allowing the multipliation (a; b) 7! ab on Cbe de�ned only on a proper subset of C � C.De�nition 3.2. An element e is alled a (left, right) soure of a (left, right) -semigroup C if both equations (the �rst equation, the seond equation) x � e = b,e � x = b do (does, does) have a (unique) solution for any b 2 C.Obviously, a (left, right) identity on C will be a (left, right) soure.We still denote the unique-if-exist solutions to equations xa = b and ax = b by[ba�1℄ and [a�1b℄, respetively. Here the braes stress that both [ba�1℄ and [a�1b℄ aremonosymbols and just \a�1" is not de�ned in general. Let us also assume that all-semigroups under onsideration an be equipped by an invariant measure db, namelydb = d(ab) for all a 2 C. We will not disuss herein onditions for its existene orpossible modi�ations of our onstrutions for the ase of quasi-invariant measures.C-semigroups were investigated as an algebrai objet in onnetion with groups. Itis partiularly known that any ommutative -semigroup an be embedded in a group,but this is not neessary true for a non-ommutative -semigroup [3: Setion IV.1.1℄.Our motivation in this objet is the following. If we have a group G, then the importantassoiated objet is the right regular (linear) representation by \shifts" �gf(h) = f(hg)in Lp(G; d�). Then one an introdue their linear span { onvolutions:Kf(h) = ZG k(g)�g dg f(h) = ZG k(g)f(hg) dg: (3:1)Thus one may onsider the omposition of onvolutions K2K1 with two kernels k1; k2 2L1(G): K2K1f(h) = ZG k2(g2) ZG k1(g1)f(hg2g1) dg1dg2= ZG�ZG k2(g2) k1(g�12 g) dg2� f(hg) dgwhere g = g2g1. Thereafter it again is a onvolution with the kernelk(g) = ZG k2(g2) k1(g�12 g) dg2: (3:2)



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 319An important role in the onsideration is played by the unique solvability of equationg1g2 = g with respet to g1. For an algebrai struture weaker than a group, if theinverse g�1 is not de�ned, one an try to de�ne a omposition of onvolutions by theformula (k1 � k2)(h) = ZZg1g2=h k1(g1) k2(g2) dg1dg2: (3:3)However, suh a de�nition generates problems with the understanding of the set doubleintegral (3.3) is taken over and the orresponding measure. These diÆulties disappearfor left -semigroups: for given b and a there is at most one suh x = [a�1b℄ that ax = b.Thus we an preserve for a -semigroup C de�nition (3.2) with the small modi�ation(k2 � k1)(b) = ZC k2(a) k1([a�1b℄) da: (3:4)To avoid problems with the de�nition of onvolution we make the agreement thatfor any funtion f f([a�1b℄) = 0 when [a�1b℄ does not exist in C (3:5)(i.e., the equation ax = b does not have a solution). Our agreement is equivalent to theintrodution of an inidene algebra of funtions f(a; b), suh that f(a; b) = 0 for a > bfor a poset (see Example 3.7).Remark 3.3. As soon as one passes diretly to onvolution algebras and aban-don points of -semigroups themselves, future generalizations in the spirit of non-ommutative geometry [6℄ are possible.We give several examples of -semigroups now.Example 3.4 (Prinipal). The main soure of -semigroups is the following on-strution. Let us have a set S with an additional struture A. Then the set of allmappings from S into S, whih preserve A, forms a right -semigroup.Example 3.5. If one onsiders in Example 3.4 only mappings S onto S, then theygive us a de�nition of groups. Moreover, a large set of -semigroups an be onstrutedfrom groups diretly. Namely, let C be a subset of a group G suh that C �C � C. ThenC with multipliation indued from G will be a -semigroup. In suh a way we obtainthe -semigroup of positive real (natural, rational) numbers with the usual addition.Positive entire numbers with multipliation also form a -semigroup. If C ontains theidentity e of G, then e is a soure of C. Partiularly, entire group G is also a -semigroup.We should note that even for groups some of our tehnique will be new (for exampletokens), at least up to the author knowledge.The last example demonstrates that we have many -semigroups with (left, right)invariant measures suh that Fubini's theorem holds. This follows from orrespondingonstrutions for groups.We sign out the most important for the present paper example from the desribedfamily and his alternative realization.



320 V. V. KisilProposition 3.6. The algebra of formal power series in a variable t is topologiallyisomorphi to the onvolution algebra C(N+) of ontinuous funtions with point-wiseonvergene over the -semigroup of non-negative integers N+ with the disrete topology.The subalgebra of polynomials in one variable t is isomorphi to the onvolution algebraC0(N+), whih is dense in C(N+), of ompatly supported funtions on N+.The proof is hardly needed. Note that \puzzling questions" about onvergene offormal power series and ontinuity of funtionals on them orrespond to the naturaltopology on C(N+).A less obvious family of examples an be onstruted from a struture quite remoted(at least at the �rst glane) from groups.Example 3.7. Let P be a poset (i.e. partialy ordered set ) and let C denote thesubset of the Cartesian square P �P suh that (a; b) 2 C if and only if a � b (a; b 2 P ).We an de�ne a multipliation on C by the formula(a; b)(; d) = � unde�ned if b 6= (a; d) if b = . (3:6)One an see that C is a -set. If P is loally �nite, i.e. for any a � b (a; b 2 P ) thenumber of z between a and b (i.e. a � z � b) is �nite, then we an de�ne a measured(a; b) = 1 on C for any (a; b) 2 C. With suh a measure (3.4) de�nes a orretonvolution on C:h(a; b) = ZC f(; d) g([(; d)�1(a; b)℄) d(; d) = Xa�z�b f(a; z) g(z; b): (3:7)The onstruted algebra is the fundamental inidene algebra in ombinatoris [7℄.Our present tehnique an be suessfully applied only to -semigroups, not to -sets. Thus it is an important observation that the redued inidene algebra onstrution[7: Setion 4℄ ontrats -sets to -semigroups in many important ases (however, notin general). Partiularly, all ombinatorial redued inidene algebras listed in [7: Ex-amples 4.5 - 4.9℄ are onvolution algebras over -semigroups. However, the inideneoeÆients should be better understood.Example 3.8. Any groupoid (see [22℄ and referenes herein) is a -set.After the examples given, it is reasonable to expet an appliability of -semigroupsto ombinatoris. We desribe appliations in the next setion expliitly.Now we point out some basi properties of -semigroups, trying to be as near aspossible to their prototype { groups. All results will be stated for left -semigroups.Under agreement (3.5) we haveLemma 3.9 (Shift invariane of integrals). For any funtion f we haveZC f() d = ZC f([a�1b℄) db 8a 2 C: (3:8)Proof. It follows from the observation that the integrals in both sides of (3.8) aretaken over the whole C and that the measure db is invariant



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 321One should be warned that RC f() d 6= RC f(ab) db for -semigroups (unlike forgroups) in general as well as Lemma 3.9 is false for -sets. Another very useful property(whih -semigroups possess from groups) is a onnetion between linear funtionalsand shift invariant operators. Again unlike in the group ase we should make the righthoie of shifts.De�nition 3.10. We de�ne a left shift operator �a on the spae of funtion L1(C)by the formula [�af ℄(b) = f(ab). A linear operator S is (left) shift-invariant if S�a =�aS for all a 2 C. The augmentation " assoiated to a right soure e is the linearfuntional de�ned by "(f) = f(e).Proposition 3.11. Let C be a -semigroup with a right soure e. The followingthree spaes are in one-to-one orrespondene:1. The spae B(L) of liner funtionals on the spae of funtions L(C).2. The spae B(S) of shift invariant operators.3. The algebra of onvolutions C with funtions from L�(C).The orrespondenes are given by the formulas �l 2 L�(C); S 2 S; k 2 C; f 2 L(C)�l! SS ! lk ! lk ! S where [Sf ℄(a) = hl; �afiwhere lf = "(Sf)where lf = R Ck()f() dwhere Sf(a) = R Ck()f(a) d:Proof. Let us have a linear shift invariant operator S. Clearly, its ompositionlf = "Sf = [Sf ℄(e) with the augmentation is a linear funtional. By the de�nition ofdistributions [9: Setion III.4℄ suh a linear funtional an be represented as integrallk = RC k()f() d with a (probably generalized) funtion k from the dual spae. Forany funtion f we have f(a) = �[ae�1℄f(e), thus by the shift-invariane of S, Sf(a) =[�[ae�1℄Sf ℄(e) = [S�[ae�1℄f ℄(e) or, by the de�nition of l, Sf(a) = hl; �[ae�1℄fi. Theintegral form of the last identity is Sf(a) = RC k()f(a) d, whih oinides with (3.1)An essential rôle in all three approahes (operators, Hopf algebras, semantis) toumbral alulus is played by linear funtionals (and thus assoiated linear shift-invariantoperators). Connetions between linear funtionals and shifts an be greatly simpli�ed ifwe are able to express shifts via some \linear oeÆients" of funtions. The known toolto do that is the Fourier transform. An alternative tool for -semigroups is presentedin the next setion.3.2 Tokens: De�nition and Examples. We formalize identity (2.1) in the followingnotion, whih will be useful in our onsideration and seems to be of interest for therepresentation theory. The main usage of this notion is t-transform de�ned in the nextsubsetion.De�nition 3.12. Let C1 and C2 be two -semigroups. We will say that a funtiont(1; 2) on C1 � C2 is a token from C1 to C2 if for any 01 2 C1 and any 2; 02 2 C2 wehave ZC1 t(1; 2) t([�11 01℄; 02) d1 = t(01; 202): (3:9)



322 V. V. KisilRemark 3.13. We derive this de�nition \experimentally" from (2.1) (see also theexamples bellow). However, one an disover it \theoretially" as well. We alreadyknow from Proposition 3.11 that a shift-invariant operator S an be represented as aombination of a shift and a linear funtional: [Sf ℄(a) = hl; �afi. This suggests torepresent a funtion f as a linear ombinationf(b) = Z e(b; ) f̂() d (3:10)of elementary omponents e(b; ), whih behave simply under shifts. Here \simply"means do not destroy linear ombination (3.10).A way to ahieve this is provided by the Fourier transform. Here e(b; ) = eib andthe ation of a shift �a redues to multipliation:�ae(b; ) = e(b+ a; ) = eiae(b; ): (3:11)This probably is the simplest solution but not the only possible one. More generaltransformation of this sort is given by abstrat wavelets (or oherent states):�ae(b; ) = e(b+ a; ) = Z k(a; ; 1) e(b; 1) d1 (3:12)where we an partiularly selet k(a; ; 1) = eiaÆ( � 1) to get the rule of exponents(3.11) and k(a; ; 1) = e(�11 ; a) to get the token property (3.9). Then shifts at onfuntions de�ned via (3.10) as�af(b) = �a Z e(b; ) f̂() d= ZZ k(a; ; 1) e(b; 1) d1 f̂() d= Z e(b; 1)�Z k(a; ; 1) f̂() d� d1:Thus it again looks like (3.10) where the ation of a shift redued to an integral operatoron the symbol f̂(). In the ase of token shifts a�et in the way (3.9), whih standbetween the extreme simpliity of (3.11) and the almost unaessible generality of (3.12).This analogy with the Fourier transform will be employed in the next subsetion for thede�nition of t-transform.Remark 3.14. Relationships between harmoni analysis (group haraters) andtoken-like strutures (polynomial of binomial type) was already pointed in [5℄. Notethat tokens are a omplementary (in some sense) tool for the exponent eib. Whileboth are partiularly useful in the investigation of shift invariant operators they workin di�erent ways. The Fourier transform maps shift-invariant operators to operatorsof multipliation. t-transform de�ned in the next subsetion by means of tokens mapsshift-invariant operators on one -semigroup to shift-invariant operators on another -semigroup.We present examples of tokens within lassial objets.



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 323Example 3.15. Let C1 be the -semigroup of non-negative natural numbers N+and C2 be the -semigroup (a group in fat) of real numbers, both equipped by addition.Let t(n; x) = pn(x), where pn is a polynomial sequene of binomial type. Then theharateristi property of a sequene (2.1) is equal to the de�nition of token (3.9) readfrom the right to the left.Example 3.16. We exhange C1 and C2 from the previous example, they arereal numbers and non-negative natural numbers, respetively. Let us take a shift-invariant operator L. Any its power Ln is again a shift-invariant operator representedby a onvolution with a funtion l(n; x) with respet to the variable x. The identityLn+k = LnLk an be expressed in the term of the orrespondent kernels of onvolutions:ZRl(n; x) l(k; y� x) dx = l(n+ k; y): (3:13)The �rst two examples with their expliit duality generate a hope that our develop-ment an be of some interest for ombinatoris. But before working out this diretionwe would like to present some examples of tokens outside ombinatoris.Example 3.17. Let C1 = Rn and C2 = Rn�R+ { the \upper half spae" in Rn+1.For the spae of harmoni funtions in C2 there is an integral representation over theboundary C1: f(v; t) = ZC1 P (u; v; t)f(u) du (u 2 C1; (v; t) 2 C2):Here P is the elebrated Poisson kernel P (u; v; t) = 2jSnj t(ju�vj2+t2)n+12 with the propertyusually referred as a semigroup property [2: Chapter 3/Prob. 1℄P (u; v + v0; t+ t0) = ZC1 P (u0; v0; t0)P (u� u0; v; t) du0:We meet the token in analysis.Example 3.18. We preserve the meaning of C1 = Rn and C2 = Rn � R+ fromthe previous example and de�ne the Weierstrass (or Gauss-Weierstrass) kernel by theformula W (z;w; �) = 1(p2��)n e� jz�wj22� = 1(2�)n ZRn e� �2 juj2e�(u;z�w) duwhere z 2 C1 and (w; �) 2 C2. The funtion W is the fundamental solution to the heatequation [8: Setion 2.3℄. We again have [2: Chapter3, Prob. 1℄W (z;w + w0; � + � 0) = ZC1 W (z0;w0; � 0)W (z � z0;w; �) dz:Thus we again meet a token.Examples 3.17 and 3.18 open a huge list of integral kernels [2℄ whih are tokens ofanalysis. We will see the role of tokens for analyti funtion theory and reproduingkernels later.We �nish the subsetion by the following elementary property of tokens.



324 V. V. KisilLemma 3.19. Let the -semigroup C2 has a left soure e2. Then k(1) = t(1; e2)has the reproduing propertyt(01; 2) = ZC1 k(1) t�[�11 01℄; [e�12 2℄�d1for all 01 2 C1 and 2 2 C2. Partiularly, if e2 2 C2 is a left unit, thent(01; 2) = ZC1 k(1) t�[�11 01℄; 2�d1for all 01 2 C1 and 2 2 C2.Proof. We apply the harateristi property of a token (3.9) for partiularly se-leted elements in C: t(01; 2) = t(01; e2[e�12 2℄)= ZC1 t(1; e2)t�[�11 01℄; [e�12 2℄�d1= ZC1 k(1)t�[�11 01℄; [e�12 2℄�d1and the statement is proved3.3 t-transform. We would like now to introdue a transformation assoiated withtokens (t-transform). t-transform is similar to the Fourier and wavelet transforms.The main di�erene { we do not insist that our transformation maps onvolutions tomultipliations. We will be muh more modest { our transformation maps onvolutionsto other onvolutions, eventually more simple or appropriate.Having a funtion f̂(1) on C1 we an onsider it as oeÆients (or a symbol) andde�ne the funtion f(2) on C2 by means of the token t(1; 2):f(2) = ZC1 f̂(1) t(1; 2) d1: (3:14)We will say that f(2) 2 A(C2) if in (3.14) f̂(1) 2 C0(C1) { the spae of ontinuousfuntions on C1 with ompat support. So we an onsider the token t(1; 2) as akernel of an integral transform C0(C1) ! A(C2). The use of the notation reserved forthe Fourier transform (\hat") is justi�ed (at least partially) by Remark 3.13.We would like to mention the followingCorollary 3.20. The reproduing property of k(1) from Lemma 3.19 an be ex-tended by linearity to A(C1):f(01) = ZC1 k(1) f([�11 01℄) d1:



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 325Example 3.21. We ontinue with a polynomial sequene of binomial type pk(x),whih was presented as a token p(k; x) in Example 3.15. Having few numbers â1; â2; : : :,whih are interpreted as a funtion â(k) in C0(N+), we an onstrut a polynomiala(x) = ZN+ â(k) p(k; x) dk =Xk âkpk(x);that is a funtion on R.Example 3.22. Let Æ(k) be a token from R to N+ (Example 3.16). Then for asmooth at point 0 funtion f the integral transformation f (k)(0) = RRf(x) Æ(k)(x) dxprodues a funtion on N+.Example 3.23. Let a real-valued funtion f be de�ned on C1 = Rn. Then we ande�ne the funtion Pf on C2 = Rn � R+ by means of the Poisson integral:Pf(v; t) = ZC1 P (u; v; t)f(u) du = 2jSnj ZRn t(ju� vj2 + t2)n+12 f(u) du:The image is a harmoni funtion solving the Dirihlet problem (see [20: Appendix/Se-tion 2℄ and [8: Subsetion 2.2.4℄).Example 3.24. Similarly we de�ne the Weierstrass transformWf(w; �) = ZC1 W (z;w; �)f(z) dz = 1(p2��)n ZRn e� jz�wj22� f(z) dz:The image is a funtion satisfying the heat equation.Let K be a onvolution on C2 with kernel k. Then it ats on a funtion f de�nedby (3.14) as[Kf ℄(2) = ZC2 k(02)f(202) d02= ZC2 k(02) ZC1 f̂(01)t(01; 202) d01d02= ZC2 k(02) ZC1 f̂(01) ZC1 t(1; 2)t([�11 01℄; 02) d1d01d02 (3:15)= ZC1 ZC1 ZC2 k(02) t([�11 01℄; 02) d02 f̂(01) d01 t(1; 2) d1= ZC1 ZC1 ZC2 k(02) t(001 ; 02) d02 f̂(1001) d001 t(1; 2) d1 (3:16)= ZC1 �ZC1 [T k℄(001)f̂(1001) d001 � t(1; 2) d1 (3:17)where [T k℄(001) = ZC2 k(02) t(001 ; 02) d02: (3:18)We used in (3.15) the harateristi property of tokens (3.9) and the hange of variables001 = [�11 01℄ in (3.16). Note that big brasses in (3.17) ontain a onvolution on C1 withkernel (3.18). So transformation (3.14) maps onvolutions on C2 to onvolutions on C1.The mapping deserves a speial name.



326 V. V. KisilDe�nition 3.25. t-transform is a linear integral transformation C(C2) ! C(C1)de�ned on kernels by the formula[T k℄(1) = ZC2 t(1; 2) k(2) d2: (3:19)Aording to Lemma 3.9 we have[T k℄(1) = ZC2 t(1; [�12 02℄) k([�12 02℄) d02 8 2 2 C2: (3:20)The t-transform is more than just a linear map:Theorem 3.26. t-transform is an algebra homomorphism of the onvolution alge-bra C(C2) to the onvolution algebra C(C1), namely[T (k1 � k2)℄ = [T k1℄ � [T k2℄ (3:21)where � in the left-hand side denotes the omposition of onvolutions on C2 and in theright-hand side on C1.Proof. We silently assume that the onditions of Fubini's theorem are ful�lled. Itturns to be that Fubini's theorem will be our main tool, whih is used in almost allproofs. Thereafter we assume that it ful�ls through the entire paper. We have:[T (k2 � k1)℄(01)= ZC2 t(01; 02) ZC2 k2(2) k1([�12 02℄) d2 d02= ZC2 ZC2 ZC1 t(1; 2) t([�11 01℄; [�12 02℄) d1k2(2) k1([�12 02℄) d2 d02 (3:22)= ZC1 ZC2 t(1; 2) k2(2) d2 ZC2 t([�11 01℄; [�12 02℄) k1([�12 02℄) d02 d1= ZC1 [T k2℄(1) [T k1℄([�11 01℄) d1: (3:23)Of ourse, we use in transformation (3.22) the harateristi property of the tokens (3.9)and onlusion (3.23) is based on (3.20)Knowing the onnetion between shift invariant operators and onvolutions (Propo-sition 3.11) we deriveCorollary 3.27. t-transform maps left shift-invariant operators on C2 to left shift-invariant operators on C1.



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 3274. Shift invariant operatorsIn this setion we present some results in terms of -semigroups, tokens and t-transformsand illustrate them by examples from ombinatoris and analysis.4.1 Delta families and basi distributions. This subsetion follows the paper [17℄with appropriate modi�ations.De�nition 4.1. Let C1 and C2 be two -semigroups, and let e1 be a right soureof C1. We will say that linear shift-invariant operators Q(1) (1 2 C1) on A(C2) overa -semigroup C2 form a delta family if1. for a token t(1; 2), Q(1) t(1; 2) = t(e1; 2) for all 2 2 C22. the semigroup property Q(1)Q(01) = Q(101)hold.Example 4.2. Let C1 and C2 be as in Examples 3.15 and 3.21. Let also t(n; x) =xnn! . Then the family of positive integer powers of the derivative Q(n) = Dn forms adelta family. Other delta families for given C1 and C2 are listed in [12: Setion 3℄.They are positive integer powers of di�erene, bakward di�erene, entral di�erene,Laguerre, and Abel operators.Example 4.3. For the Poisson kernel from Example 3.17 we an introdue a deltafamily as Eulidean shift operators Q(x) f(v; t) = f(v + x; t) (x 2 Rn).Proposition 4.4. Let q(1; 2) be the kernel orresponding to a delta family Q(1)as a onvolution over C2. Then q(1; 2) is a token from C2 to C1. Namely,q(101; 02) = ZC2 q(1; 2) q(01; [�12 02℄) d2:Proof. This is a simple restatement in terms of kernels of the semigroup propertyQ(1)Q(01) = Q(101)De�nition 4.5. A funtion t(1; 2) is alled the basi distribution for a delta familyQ(1) if1. t(1; e2) = k(1) has the reproduing property from Lemma 3.19 over C1 (par-tiularly, if k(1) = Æ(1))2. Q(1) t(01; 2) = t([�11 01℄; 2).Example 4.6. For the lassi umbral alulus this onditions turn to be p0(x) = 1,pn(0) = 0 (n > 0) and Qpn = pn�1.Example 4.7. For the Poisson integral the reproduing property an be obtainedif we onsider a generalized Hardy spae H2(Rn+1+ ) of L2-integrable funtions on Rn,whih are limit value of harmoni funtions in the upper half spae Rn�R+. Then thekernel k(u� u0) is de�ned as a distribution given by the limit of integral on H2(Rn):f(u) = ZRn k(u� u0) f(u0) du0= 2jSnj lim(v;t)!(0;0) ZRn t(j(u� u0)� vj2 + t2)n+12 f(u0) du0:



328 V. V. KisilThis follows from the boundary property of the Poisson integral (see [20: Appendix/Se-tion 2℄ and [8: Subsetion 2.2.4℄).Theorem 4.8. Let C1 and C2 be -semigroups.1. If t(1; 2) is a basi distribution for some delta family Q(1) (1 2 C1), thent(1; 2) is a token from C1 to C2.2. If t(1; 2) is a token from C1 to C2, then it is a basi distribution for some deltafamily Q(1) (1 2 C1).Proof. Let t(1; 2) be a basi distribution for Q(1) and let q(2; 1) be a kernelof the operator Q(1) as a onvolution on C2. This means that
q(2; 1); t(01; 2)� = k([�11 01℄)has a reproduing property due to Lemma 3.19 and Corollary 3.20. Thus we an triviallyexpress t(01; 02) as integral t(01; 02) = RC1 t(1; 02)
q(2; 1); t(01; 2)�d1. By linearitywe have a similar expression f(02) = RC1 t(1; 02)
q(2; 1); f(2)�d1 for any funtion inA(C2). In partiular,t(01; 00202) = ZC1 t(1; 02)
q(2; 1); t(01; 0022)�d1:But 
q(2; 1); t(01; 0022)� = Q(1)�001 t(01; 2)��2=e2= �002Q(1)t(01; 2)��2=e2= �002 t([�11 01℄; 2)��2=e2= t([�11 01℄; 002)and therefore t(01; 00202) = ZC1 t�1; 02) t([�11 01℄; 002�d1;that is, the distribution t(1; 2) is a token.Suppose now that t(1; 2) is a token. We de�ne a family of operators Q(1) onA(C2) by identities Q(1) t(01; 2) = t([�11 01℄; 2) and extend it to the whole A(C2) bylinearity. The semigroup property Q(1)Q(2) = Q(12) follows automatially. Themain point is to show that Q(1) are shift invariant. We may trivially rewrite theharateristi property of the token ast(01; 022) = ZC1 t(1; 02)Q(1) t(01; 2) d1whih an be extended by linearity as f(022) = RC1 t(1; 02)Q(1) f(2) d1 to anyfuntion in A(C2). Now replae f by Q(01)f to getQ(01)f(022) = ZC1 t(1; 02)Q(011) f(2) d1:



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 329But the left-hand side of the previous identity is nothing else as [�02Q(01)f ℄(2) and theright-hand side isZC1 t(1; 02)Q(011) f(2) d1 = Q(01)�ZC1 t(1; 02)Q(1)f(2) d1�= Q(01)(f(022))= [Q(01)�02f ℄(2);i.e. Q is shift-invariantThe following Lemma is obvious.Lemma 4.9. Let q(2; 1) be the kernel of Q(1) as a onvolution on C2. Then thet-transform for the token q(2; 1) is a right inverse operator for the t-transform (3:19)with respet to t(1; 2).The above results justify the following de�nition.De�nition 4.10. Let t(1; 2) be the basi distribution for a delta family Q(1).Then we all t(1; 2), whih is a token by Theorem 4:8, and the kernel q(2; 1) of Q(1),whih is a token by Proposition 4:4, dual tokens.Example 4.11. The polynomials t(n; x) = xnn! and distributions q(n; x) = Æ(n)(x)(whih are kernels of derivative operators D(k)) are anonial dual tokens.As the reader may see in Theorem 4.8 we almost do not hange proofs of [17: Setion2/Theorem 1℄. So we give our version of the next two results without proofs.Theorem 4.12 (First Expansion Theorem). Let S be a shift-invariant operator onA(C2) and let Q(1) (1 2 C1) be a delta family with basi distribution t(1; 2). ThenS = ZC1 a(1)Q(1) d1with a(1) = 
s(2); t(1; 2)�2 = S t(1; 2)��2=e2 .Theorem 4.13 (Isomorphism Theorem). Let Q(1) (1 2 C1) be a delta familywith basi distribution t(1; 2). Then a mapping whih arries a shift-invariant operatorS to a funtion s(2) = ZC1 a(1) q(2; 1) d1with a(1) = hs(2); t(1; 2)i2 = S t(1; 2)��2=e2 is an isomorphism of an operatoralgebra to a onvolution algebra on C2.Example 4.14. For a sequene of binomial type pn and the assoiated delta op-erator Q we an deompose a shift invariant operator S on the spae of polynomialsas S = 1Xk=0 akQk; where ak = [Spk(x)℄x=0:



330 V. V. KisilExample 4.15. Let a shift invariant operator S on H2(Rn+1+ ) be given by a kernels(v; t): [Sf ℄(v; t) = ZRn+1+ s(v0; t0)f(v + v0; t+ t0) dv0dt0:Then we an represent S by means of the delta family Q(u) (u 2 Rn) from Example4.3 as S = ZRn a(u)Q(u) du where a(u) = ZRn+1+ s(v; t)P (u; v; t) dvdt:And a similar representation is true for the Weierstrass kernel.The following result has a somewhat umbersome formulation and a ompletelyevident proof. In the lassi umbral alulus ase the formulation turns to be verynatural, but the proof is more hidden (see the next example).Theorem 4.16. Let t1(1; 2) and t2(1; 2) be two tokens from C1 to C2, let the-semigroup C1 be equipped with a partial order relation > and, moreover, lett2(1; 2) = ZC1 a(1; 01) t1(01; 2) d01 (4:1)where a(1; 1) = 0 whenever 1 > 01. Let Q2(1) be a delta family assoiated to t2(1; 2)and let supt1(f) 2 C1 denotes the support of t-transform of a funtion f(2) with respetto t1(1; 2). Then for any funtion f(2) and 1 2 C1�1� supt1 (Q2(1)f)� � supt1 (f):Proof. It is a diret onsequene of the shift invariane of the delta family Q2(1)as operators on C2 and Corollary 3.27Example 4.17. The -semigroup N+ of natural numbers is naturally ordered. Bythe very de�nition [17: Setion 3℄, for any polynomial sequene of binomial type, p(k; x)is exatly of degree k for all k. Thus for any two suh sequenes p1(k; x) and p2(k0; x)we have p1(k; x) = kXk0=1 a(k; k0) p2(k0; x);i.e. (4.1) is satis�ed. Let now Q2(k) = Qk be the delta family assoiated to p2(k; x).Then by Theorem 4.16 the polynomial Q2(k)p1(k0; x) if of degree k0�k. This gives [17:Setion 2/Propositions 1 and 2℄.Generally speaking, an order on a set of ombinatorial numbers allows to onsidersome reurrene relations, whih express a ombinatorial number via smaller numbersof the same kind. We will return to this subjet in Subsetion 4.3 in onnetion withgenerating funtions.4.2 Generating funtions and umbral funtionals. It is known that generat-ing funtions are a powerful tool in ombinatoris. We try to interpret the notion ofgenerating funtions in our terms. Partiularly, we will treat [7: Examples 4.5 - 4.9℄aordingly.



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 331De�nition 4.18. Let the funtion f(1) represents a set of ombinatorial quantitiesindexed by points of a -semigroup C1 (a ombinatorial funtion for short). Let C2 beanother -semigroup and t(1; 2) be a token between them. The t-transformf̂(2) = ZC1 f(1) t(1; 2) d1of f(1) is alled generating funtion for f(1) (with respet to C2 and t(1; 2)).Following [14℄ an exeedingly useful method for de�ning a funtion f(1) is to applyan umbral linear funtional l to a token t(1; 2):f(1) = hl; t(1; 2)i := ZC2 l(2) t(1; 2) d2: (4:2)If we now onsider the generating funtion f̂(2) with respet to the token q(2; 1),whih is dual to t(1; 2), then we will found thatf̂(2) = ZC1 f(1) q(2; 1) d1= ZC1 ZC2 l(02) t(1; 02) d02 q(2; 1) d1= ZC2 l(02) ZC1 t(1; 02) q(2; 1) d1 d02= ZC2 l(02) Æ(02; 2) d02= l(2):So we found the following simple onnetion between umbral funtionals and generatingfuntions:Theorem 4.19. The generating funtion f̂(2) for a ombinatorial funtion f(1)with respet to a token q(2; 1) is the kernel of the umbral funtional for f(1) withrespet to the token p(1; 2) dual to token q(2; 1).Example 4.20. Let ffng1n=0 be the sequene of Fibonai numbers and let F bethe generating funtion assoiated to ffng1n=0 by the token q(k; x) = Æ(k)(x):F (x) = 1Xk=0 fn Æ(k)(x) �= 12� Z 1�1 11� (i�)� (i�)2 e�i�x d��= 1p5 e 1�p52 x �1 + (ep5 x � 1)�(�x)�where � is the Heaviside funtion, i.e. �(x) = � 0 if x < 01 if x � 0. Then F is the kernel of anumbral funtional, whih generates the sequene ffng1n=0 from the polynomial sequene



332 V. V. Kisilt(n; x) = xnn! whih is dual to q(k; x) = Æ(k)(x) (Example 4.11): fn = R1�1 F (x) xnn! dx.In this way we obtain a onstrutive solution for the lassi moment problem [1℄.4.3 Reurrene operators and generating funtions. We are looking for reasonswhy some generating funtions are better suited to handle given ombinatorial funtionsthan others. The answer is given by their onnetions with reurrene operators.We will speak on ombinatorial funtions here that are funtions de�ned on -semigroups. Di�erent numbers (Bell, Fibonai, Stirling, et.) known in ombinatorisare, of ourse, ombinatorial funtions de�ned on the -semigroup N+.De�nition 4.21. An operator R on C1 is said to be a reurrene operator withrespet to a token t(1; 2) for a ombinatorial funtion f(1) if[Rf ℄(1) = t(1; e2): (4:3)Partiularly, [Rf ℄(1) has a reproduing property from Lemma 3.19.If we onsider an algebra of onvolutions of ombinatorial funtions, then by thegeneral property of t-transforms it is isomorphi to onvolution algebra of their gener-ating funtion, whih oasionally an be isomorphi to an algebra with multipliation(multipliation of formal power series, exponential power series, Dirihlet series, et.).This was already observed by other means in [7℄.The following theorem onnets generating funtions and reurrent operators.Theorem 4.22. Let C1, C2 be -semigroups with a token t(1; 2) between them,let q(2; 1) be its dual token and f(1) a ombinatorial funtion with orrespondingreurrene operator R de�ned by its kernel r(1; 01) as [Rf ℄(1) = RC1 r(1; 01) f(01) d01.Then the generating funtion f̂(1) satis�es the equation[ ~Rf̂ ℄(2) = t(e1; 2) (4:4)where ~R is de�ned by the kernel~r(2; 02) = ZC1 ZC1 t(001 ; 2) r(001 ; 01) q(01; 02) d01d001 : (4:5)Proof. We start from the observation thatZC2 ~r(2; 02) t(1; 02) d02 = ZC1 t(001 ; 2) r(001 ; 1) d001 (4:6)whih follows from appliation to both sides of (4.5) the integral operator with kernelt(1; 02) and the identity RC2 q(01; 02) t(02; 1) d02 = Æ(01; 1). Then[ ~Rf̂ ℄(2) = ZC2 ~r(2; 02) f̂(02) d2= ZC2 ~r(2; 02) ZC1 f(1) t(1; 02) d1d2= ZC1 ZC2 ~r(2; 02) t(1; 02) d2 f(1) d1



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 333and, further on, [ ~Rf̂ ℄(2) = ZC1 ZC1 t(001 ; 2) r(001 ; 1) d001 f(1) d1= ZC1 t(001 ; 2) ZC1 r(001 ; 1) f(1) d1d001= ZC1 t(001 ; 2)Æ(001) d001= t(e1; 2) (4:7)
where we dedue (4.7) from (4.6)In fat, our alulation just says that ~Rg = TÆ for g = Tf and operator ~R = TRT�1if Rf = Æ. A touh of non-triviality appears when we use speial properties of funtionst(1; 2) and q(2; 1) be a pair of dual tokens:Corollary 4.23. If under the assumptions of Theorem 4:22 the operator R is shift-invariant on C1, i.e. has a kernel of the form r(1; 01) = r(0�11 1), then the operator ~Ris also shift-invariant on C2 with a kernel of the form ~r(2; 02) = r(0�12 2).Proof. It follows from the property of t-transforms to map a shift-invariant oper-ator on C1 to a shift-invariant operator on C2Remark 4.24. The above orollary learly indiates what type of generating fun-tions is reasonable: a simple generating funtion an be onstruted with respet to atoken t(1; 2) suh that the reurrene operator R is shift-invariant with respet to it.As it usually ours, a simple fat may have interesting realizations.Example 4.25. Let fn be the Fibonai numbers. Their known reursion fn =fn�1 + fn�2 should be stated in a more aurate way with the help of agreement (3.5)as fn � fn�1 � fn�2 = Æn;0 (n � 0). Then the reurrene operator is given by R =I � S � S2, where S is a bakward shift Sf(n) = f(n � 1) on N+, partiularly, Ris shift-invariant with respet to the token t(x; n) = xn. The orresponding kernel isr(n; i) = Æn;i � Æn�1;i � Æn�2;i whih is a funtion of n� i. For the pair of dual tokenst(x; n) = xn and q(i; y) = Æ(i)(y)i! we obtain a transformed kernel:~r(x; y) = 1Xn=0 1Xi=0 t(x; n) r(n; i) q(i; y)= 1Xn=0 1Xi=0 xn (Æn;i � Æn�1;i � Æn�2;i) Æ(i)(y)i!= 1Xn=0xn(1� x� x2)Æ(n)(y)n!= (1� x� x2) 1Xn=0xn Æ(n)(y)n! : (4:8)



334 V. V. KisilFrom the Taylor expansion the sum in (4.8) obviously represents an integral kernel ofthe identity operator, therefore the transformation ~R is the operator of multipliation by1�x�x2 and the generating funtion f̂ should satisfy ~Rf(x) = (1�x�x2)f̂(x) = x0 = 1.Thus f̂(x) = 1Xn=0 fn xn = 11� x� x2 :Note that the operator ~R of multipliation by (1 � x � x2) is \shift-invariant" { itommutes with the operator of multipliation by x (both these operators are ertainonvolutions under Fourier transform).An attempt to onstrut a transformation ~R with respet to a similar pair of dualtokens t1(x; n) = xnn! and q1(i; y) = Æ(i)(y) will not enjoy the above simpliity.Example 4.26. Let Bn be the Bell numbers (see [14℄ or [18: Setion 3℄). Theknown reursion for them [18: Setion 3℄ an again be restated asBn � n�1Xk=0 �n� 1k �Bk = Æn;0 (n � 0): (4:9)Suh a reurrene identity is shift-invariant with respet to W de�ned by the identityWf(n) = f(n�1)n on N+. In other words, it is shift-invariant with respet to the tokent(x; n) = xnn! . The kernel r(n; i) orresponding to the reurrene operator R in (4.9) isr(n; i) = Æn;i � n�1Xk=0 �nk�Æk;i:We apply a transformation with respet to a pair of dual tokens t(x; n) = xnn! andq(i; y) = Æ(i)(y) by~r(x; y) = 1Xn=0 1Xi=0 t(x; n) r(n; i) q(i; y)= 1Xn=0 1Xi=0 xnn!  Æn;i � n�1Xk=0 �n� 1k �Æk;i! Æ(i)(y)= 1Xn=0 1Xi=0 xnn! Æn;i Æ(i)(y)� 1Xn=0 1Xi=0 xnn! n�1Xk=0 �n� 1k �Æk;i Æ(i)(y)= 1Xn=0 xnn! Æ(n)(y)� 1Xn=0 n�1Xi=0 xnn! (n� 1)!i! (n� 1� i)! Æ(i)(y)= 1Xn=0xn Æ(n)(y)n! � 1Xn=0 n�1Xi=0 1n xn Æ(i)(y)i! (n� 1� i)!= 1Xn=0xn Æ(n)(y)n! � 1Xn=0 xn n�1Xi=0 xn�i�1(n� 1� i)! xi Æ(i)(y)i! : (4:10)



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 335One veri�es that integration of a funtion f(y) with sum Pn�1i=0 xn�i�1(n�1�i)! xi Æ(i)(y)i! in(4.10) produes the (n � 1)-th term in the Taylor expansion of the produt exf(x).Thus the entire expression in (4.10) is a kernel of the operator: ~R = I � R ex where I isthe identity operator and R is the operator of the anti-derivation �xed by the ondition[R g℄(0) = 0, partiularly R xnn! = xn+1(n+1)! . So the generating funtion b̂ should satisfy theequation (I � R ex)b̂(x) = x0 = 1. Taking the derivative from both sides we found thedi�erential equation (D � ex)b̂(x) = 0. With the obvious initial ondition b̂(0) = 1 itdetermines that b̂(x) = exp(exp(x)� 1).One may interpret (4.3) as if f(1) is the fundamental solution to operator R. Thisis indeed a right way of thinking if one an found a group ation suh that R is shift-invariant. Then the onvolution h(1) = [g � f ℄(1) will give a solution to the equation[Rh℄(1) = g(1).5. Models for the umbral CalulusWe present realizations (models) for di�erent desriptions of the umbral alulus men-tioned in Setion 2.5.1 Finite operator desription: a realization. As was mentioned in Subsetion2.1, the main ingredients of the approah are polynomial sequenes of binomial type andshift invariant operators. As was already pointed in Examples 3.15 and 3.21, the notionof token is a useful re�nement of polynomial sequenes of binomial type. It is muhmore useful if we onsider it together with shift invariant operators on -semigroups notjust groups. The next subsetions ontains some details of this.5.2 Hopf algebra desription: a Realization. We desribe some appliations of-semigroups and tokens. First we an add new lines to Proposition 3.11:Proposition 5.1. Let C2 be a -semigroup with a right soure e, let C1 be another-semigroup and t(1; 2) be a token between them. Then the list in Proposition 3:11 forC2 an be extended via t-transforms by4. the subspae of onvolutions over C15. the subspae of linear funtionals over C(C1).Proof. By Theorem 3.26 the spae of onvolutions over C2 an be mapped to thespae of onvolutions over C1 via a t-transform. A bakward mapping from onvolutionsover C1 to onvolutions over C2 is given by the dual token q(2; 1) of the assoiateddelta family Q(1)We establish the orrespondene of four mentioned sets as linear spaes. However,two of them (onvolutions over C1 and C2) have isomorphi strutures as onvolutionalgebras. This allows us to transfer also their multipliation law on the spae of linearfuntionals.



336 V. V. KisilDe�nition 5.2. The produt l = l1 � l2 of two funtionals l1 and l2 is again a linearfuntional orresponding to the onvolution S = S1 �S2 where the onvolutions S1 andS2 orrespond to l1 and l2. It ats on a funtion p(1) ashl; p(01; �)i = ZC1hl1; p(1; �)ihl2; p([�11 01℄; �)i d1:Example 5.3. We return to the notations of Examples 3.15 and 3.21. For a linearfuntional l on C2 = R we introdue its t-transform [T l℄(n) as its ation (with respetto the x variable) on the token t(n; x) = pn(x) given by a sequene of polynomial typepn: [T l℄(n) = lT (n; x) = lpn(x). Then the produt l of two funtionals l1 and l2 arede�ned by the onvolution on N+:[T l℄(n) = ZN+ l1(k) l2([k�1n℄) dn = nXk=0 l1(k) l2(n� k): (5:1)The above de�nition of a produt an be found in [16℄. The -semigroup algebraover N+ an be naturally realized as the multipliative algebra of a formal power seriesof one variable t (see Proposition 3.6). So we obtain one more fae an umbral algebrasas follows:Corollary 5.4 (see [16℄). The algebra of linear funtionals on R with Hopf multi-pliation (5.1) is in a natural orrespondene flng1n=0 7!P1n=o lntn with the algebra offormal power series in one variable t.5.3 The semanti desription: a realization. We start from the -semigroup S,whih is the diret produt of many opies of the -semigroup N+. Di�erent opies of N+are labelled by letters of an alphabet A, whih is denoted by Greek letters. An elementk of a opy N+ labelled by a letter � an be written interhangeably as k� or �k. Inthis sense any funtion p(k�; l�; : : :) in C0(S) an be identi�ed with the polynomialp(�; �; : : :) = Xk�;l�;::: p(k�; l�; : : :)�k�l � � � :More over this identi�ation send the onvolution p�q of two funtions p; q 2 C0(S) overS to the produt of polynomials pq. So we will not distinguish a funtion p(k�; l�; : : :)and the orresponding polynomial p(�; �; : : :) any more as well as the onvolution alge-bra C0(S) and polynomial ring D[A℄ over the alphabet A.A linear funtional eval is de�ned aseval(p) = ZS p(k�; l�; : : :) dsvia a measure ds on S suh that ds(1�) = 1 for any � 2 A. Beause every p hasompat (i.e. �nite) support in S the integration does not generate any diÆulties.Equality (2.4) expresses the fat that S is the diret sum of N+'s and the measure ds isthe diret produt of orresponding measures ds�.



Umbral Calulus and Canellative Semigroup Algebras 337In spirit of 2.1.4 we require that the measure ds" on the opy N+ labelled by thedistinguished umbra " is de�ned by the sequene (1; 0; 0; 0; : : :).Now eval de�nes an equivalene relation { umbral equivalene on C0(S), namelyf ' g (f; g 2 C0(S)) if (f � g) belongs to the kernel of eval (i.e. eval(f � g) =0). Beause eval is additive but not multipliative we see that umbral equivalene isinvariant under addition but multipliation (unlike the support of funtions belongs todi�erent omponents in the diret produt of N+).Finally, we will de�ne n � � as a funtion�1 
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